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This exhibition is devoted to the exploration of changes to commercial
buildings in Auburn Street - the main part of the central business
district of Goulburn, Australia’s first inland city.
This exhibition evolved from two projects accomplished in the final year of the
artist’s Fine Art degree in 2015. Ekaterina focuses on the exploration of the
numerous changes to the urban landscape of a rural town where the older
buildings became vulnerable through the era of modernisation.
Born and raised in St Petersburg, Russia, the artist experienced the pride of
citizens in their old buildings and the strict protection of their heritage values
under both communist and capitalist political regimes. This has made her
extremely aware of the destruction during past decades of a number of
beautiful buildings that graced Auburn Street and should still be standing as
part of Goulburn’s heritage.
The remaining old buildings are the ones that tourists want to see and are
those of which local people may be proud. They stay as a connection between
the present and the past, demonstrating the culture of previous generations.
We often witness that those “pockets of the past culture” are fading and often
are pushed away by the modern style of life.
The new buildings, such as the banks, the shopping mall and the government
office block, that have replaced old ones are in strong contrast with what they
replaced because the new ones are little more than sleek box-like buildings
dependent upon a bright colour in some cases to distinguish them. Elements
of older architecture are often ignored in favor of functionality, during the
renovations and replacements resulting in questionable co-existence of the
new norm with previous standards of style and beauty. Verandas supported
by posts were replaced with cantilevered awnings with the old more intricate
facades now covered with blank painted panels some of which have large
unappealing signage.
In the poster series Glimpses of the Past the artist contrasts the older
architecture with the modern, emphasising the elements of architecture and
information collected from archival sources including a variety of historical
publications and internet. Sources are acknowledged on the backs of the
prints.
In the poster series Redraw the Old the artist follows the old photographs and
to show the complexity of the old architecture she digitally redraws the old
buildings that have not survived. She notes that these redraws have been,
by necessity, simplified mainly because of poor quality of the available old
photographs.
The series of artworks Close Proximity presents an illustration of contradictory
coexistence of old and new on the main street of Goulburn.
While Ekaterina recognises that beauty is in the eye of the beholder she has
an obvious strong preference for the beauty and interest of some of the older
architecture. In this body of work Then Surviving the Now the artist encourages
the viewers to recognise the importance of Goulburn’s remaining heritage and
to remember the forever lost beauty of the old buildings that once were there.

